29,206

That's the secret number... but the digits aren't in the right order.

One of the twos should be in the thousands place.

The other two is in the hundreds place.

The number is greater than 70,000.
Now what are the last two digits?

Let's just say that it's the number of years in 6 decades.

The secret number is...

92,260
29,206. That's the secret number... but the digits aren't in the right order.

One of the twos should be in the thousands place.

The other two is in the hundreds place.

The number is greater than 70,000.

Let's just say that it's the number of years in 6 decades.

Have you figured out the secret number?
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Name: ____________________
Monday’s Guess: ____________
Tuesday’s Guess: ____________
Wednesday’s Guess: ____________
Thursday’s Guess: ____________
Friday’s Guess: ____________
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